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For Noah, Ruthie Lou, and Maurice—K.L.

For Page, Bella, and Abe—M.M.



Someone I love died. 



Did someone you love die too? 
Who was it? What was their name? 



After my special person died,  
I had a lot of big feelings.

Sometimes I had all these feelings  
at the same time. 



I didn,t know I could have so many  
mixed-up feelings at once.

What did you feel after your  
special person died?



When we love or care about 
someone and that person dies, 

we can feel grief.

We can feel grief for other reasons too.



We can feel grief when a pet dies,  
when we move to a new home, or when 

we change schools or teachers.

We can feel grief when someone we love is  
far away and we can,t visit them.



Grief is not just one thing.  
It can be many. 

Grief can be . . .



feeling angry

the mixed-up feelings we have after someone dies

missing the person

feeling sad

feeling lonely

being grumpy or  
          grouchy with people

feeling confused



I feel grief in 
my body too.

My hands feel hot. 

My chest feels tight. 



My tummy hurts.

What does grief feel like 
in your body?

My head feels 
foggy.


